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By means of a (slightly non-abelian) generalization of the classical Dold-Kan theorem for sim- 
plicial abelian groups, we prove a homotopy preserving equivalence of the category of (simplicial) 
T-groupoids whose complex of objects is discrete and the category of crossed complexes (over 
a groupoid) in the sense of Brown and Higgins. Consequently, those simplicial groupoids whose 
Moore complex is a crossed complex, are precisely the T-groupoids. Roughly speaking, a T-com- 
plex is a Kan complex where the horn fillers are functional. 
Introduction 
This work and its companion paper [14] introduce a generalization of simplicial 
groups to certain simplicial groupoids, and related generalizations of the loop func- 
tor and classifying complex functor in order to systemize many of the apparently 
ad hoc constructions in the theory of T-complexes. (See Section 1, where we repeat 
the definitions of the categories involved.) In particular, using these simplicial 
groupoids, we give a (slightly non-abelian) Dold-Kan theorem for crossed com- 
plexes as well as a simplicial characterization of multiple groupoid structures. The 
results are from my dissertation [15] done under the supervision of Professor Jack 
Duskin to whom I am very grateful. 
We begin with two basic properties of simplicial groups, both due to Moore. 
First, each simplicial group G. = (G,, d,) is a Kan complex. Consequently, G. has a 
convenient homotopy theory. Second, its homotopy groups can be calculated as the 
homology of a certain chain complex (N(G.), a), called the Moore complex. This is 
a non-abelian chain complex given by NO= GO and N, = n,,, ker di C_ G,, where 
the boundary a, : N, + N,_ r is the restriction of the last face operator. Alternative- 
ly, the group N,, is just the kernel of the homomorphism (d,, . . . , d,- ,) : G,+A, = 
{n-horns}. An important observation is that (do, . . . , d,_ 1) is surjective and has a 
set-theoretic section. Moreover, if the simplicial group G. is abelian, the sections 
are then homomorphisms, and so G, = N, ~</1,. (This holds under more refined 
conditions on G., see Section 2.) The images of these sections (products of 
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degeneracies) form a graded subgroup of G. and Ashley [l] has shown that this en- 
dows G. with the structure of a T-complex [lo]. 
In the original development, T-complexes were defined only for sets. After a 
reformulation, we can define T-complexes in any category with limits. Dakin’s 
original definition of T-complexes begins with the observation that if a simplicial 
set X. has canonical (‘thin’) fillers of horns, then Xi admits a partial multiplica- 
tion. Specifically, when d+=d,y, i.e. (y,-,x) is a l-horn, define xy=d,t, where 
t EX~ fills the horn. We may picture this as follows: 
1 
Dakin’s three axioms for a T-complex not only ensure that this product is associa- 
tive but also imply that XI is a groupoid. So a T-complex is a special kind of Kan 
complex. In a different vein, Duskin and Schanuel have introduced the concept of 
a hypergroupoid, an algebraic structure involving a generalized composition defined 
simplicially (cf. [12]). We repeat their definition in Section 1, where we also show 
that Dakin’s T-complexes are equivalent to filtered systems of hypergroupoids in the 
category of sets. Since the latter are in fact defined in any category with finite limits, 
the Yoneda embedding enables us to phrase the definition of T-complexes in any 
such category. 
On the other hand, Ashley [l] has proved the important result that the category 
of Dakin’s T-complexes is equivalent to that of crossed complexes (using the homo- 
topy crossed complex functor), as conjectured by Dakin [lo]. In Section 1 we repeat 
Brown and Higgin’s definition of a crossed complex, as developed in their extensive 
work on generalizations of the Seifert-van Kampen theorem. As they point out, the 
motivating example is the homotopy crossed complex n,(X) for a filtered space X 
[4]. Dakin shows that T-complexes X. have a natural T-filtration X!“) with the 
property Z7i(X?‘) = 0 for i > n. We shall recover Ashley’s theorem as a special case 
of a composition of two other equivalences of categories. 
The first of these is a homotopy preserving equivalence (with a dimension shift) 
between the category of crossed complexes (over a groupoid) and the category of 
(simplicial) T-groupoids whose complex of objects is constant. We denote the latter 
category by Jgpd. This equivalence generalizes the classical Dold-Kan theorem for 
simplicial abelian groups. Indeed, as particular cases, we have 
(i) the equivalence of T-groups of rank 1 (i.e. groupoid objects in the category 
of groups) and crossed modules; 
(ii) the equivalence of T-groups and reduced crossed complexes; 
(iii) (Dold-Kan) the equivalence of simplicial abelian groups and chain com- 
plexes. (Here the actions are trivial.) 
The description of this equivalence begins with a characterization of Jgpd (Sec- 
tion 2) by commutativity conditions on the kernels of face operators and bracket 
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operations (cf. hypergroupoids). Using this we can generalize the earlier decomposi- 
tion G. =N. !~/1. from the case of an abelian simplicial group G. to the case 
G.E Jgpd. This observation is the necessary ingredient needed to construct a 
‘Dold-Kan inverse’ K : crossed complexes -+ Jgpd. Of course, K is inverse to a corre- 
sponding Moore complex functor N. So those simplicial groupoids whose Moore 
complex is a crossed complex are T-groupoids (cf. [8,9]). As to the second 
equivalence between Jgpd and the category of T-complexes, the reader is referred 
to the companion paper [14]. 
1. Preliminaries 
While the results hold in any category with inverse limits, we will show that we 
may work in naive set theory. First we introduce the following: 
Definition 1.0 (Duskin, Schanuel [12]). A simplicial object X. in a category C is 
said to be an n-dimensional hypergroupoid if X, ?/l’(m-1)(X.) for Osilrn and 
all m > n. Let n-Hypgd(C) denote the full subcategory of CAop whose objects are 
n-dimensional hypergroupoids. 
Example 1.1. If X. = cosk”(X.), then X. E m-Hypgd for all m > n. 
Proposition 1.2 (Glenn [12]). If X. E n-Hypgd, then X,,+,GA’(~)(X.> and Xm2 
n’(m-1)(X.) for m2n+2. 0 
Definition 1.3. Let n-Fhypgd(C) (temporarily) denote the category of filtered 
systems of hypergroupoids in C of rank n, having as objects, filtrations X.,C, 
X.,6 ... 6X.,, in CA’” where X., E k-Hypgd for k = 1, . . . , n and the truncations 
satisfy trk X., = trk X.,, 1 for k = 1, . . . , n - 1, and whose morphisms, are families of 
simplicial maps (~.;)~=, such that 
commutes in CAoP. 
Definition 1.4 (Dakin [lo]). Let T-Set denote the category whose objects are pairs 
(X, T) where XE SetA” and T= (T,),, 1 with T, C X,,, called thin elements, satisfy- 
ing the following axioms: 
(Tl) all degenerate elements are thin, 
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(T2) any horn in X has a unique thin filler, 
(T3) if all faces but one of a thin element are thin, then so also is the remaining 
face, 
and whose morphisms are simplicial maps preserving thin elements. 
Definition 1.5. (X, T) is said to be of rank n if Tk =X, for k > n. Let n-T-Set de- 
note the category of T-sets of rank n. 
Filtered systems of hypergroupoids of rank n are defined in any category with 
finite inverse limits, in particular Set. We show in this instance, the following: 
Proposition 1.6. n-Fhypgd(Set) = n-T-Set. 
Proof. Given X., d X., c-% .a. G X., E n-Fhypgd(Set), we have the diagram 
in Set for 1 < m < n shown in Fig. 1, where the /l’s are horns and the K’s are sim- 
plicial kernels. Define the thin elements as follows: let T, = Ims, C Xi, T,= 
Imf,“CX, for m=2,..., n, and Tk = (X.n)k for k > n. Axiom (Tl) follows from 
the fk being simplicial maps. Axiom (T2) follows as X.k E k-Hypgd. Since 
d m+l(f~di)~=o=d f” -f”d m+l m+1- m in+19 axiom (T3) follows. Thus (X.,, T) E 
n-T-Set. So we have shown that if 
x0 x0 x0 
0.. x.,,_ 1) = 
f” x J+’ 
ii 
’ X.(m + I) * * * 
&+,-?+X~iX,,_,...x, 
-____f > 
Fig. 1. 
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x.1 G&c, ... 4 X., E n-Fhypgpd(Set) 
then (X.,, 7’) E n-T-Set. 
Conversely, given (X, T) E n-T-Set we will construct a filtered system of hyper- 
groupoids of rank n with 
d,,,l 1 
m-l m-l 
X.,,_ ,) = cask” A, :X :x~I-,-*x, m-l . 
, . > 
(2) 
0 0 
where [ ] denotes the (unique) thin filler of the horn. Now we describe the filtration. 
Consider the diagram 
(3) 
where f,” = [ ] and fz+ i = ([ ]di)y10; we will see that this is part of a truncated 
simplicial map. By definition difm”+ 1 = f,“d; for 0 5 i I m and d, + 1 f,“, I= f,“d, + 1 
follows from axiom (T3), so the diagram commutes. Therefore, (&“)~~~ where 
f? = id, for 0 I k I 172 - 1 is an (m + 1)-truncated simplicial map. We can now ex- 
tend this :to a simplicial map X.,,_ ,) cf”‘, X.,. This completes the construction 
of x., cf, x., c e+. a X., E n-Fhypgpd(Set), and the desired result. q 
Remark 1.7. For C with limits, the Yoneda embedding (Cc,Set’:““, A - C(---,A) 
which is full and faithful, preserves limits, and reflects limits and colimits) allows 
us to discuss filtered systems of hypergroupoids in C using T-sets. Indeed, in what 
follows, we will let n-T-6 denote the category of filtered systems of hypergroupoids 
in C of rank n. Thus we take the point of view that C, an arbitrary, but fixed, 
category with (finite) limits is our basic universe. We work in this universe as we 
would in naive set theory. 
We now give the definitions of the categories involved. 
Definition 1.8. Let n-.Tgpd(C) be the full subcategory of n-7’-Gpd(C) whose objects 
are those filtrations X., &X.,C, a.. 6X.,, for which Ob X.,, Ob X.,, . . . , and Ob X., 
are constant complexes. (So Ob X., = Ob X., = ... = Ob X., .) 
Definition 1.9 (Brown and Higgins [6]). Note: We have changed the indexing down 
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one, e.g. from N, to N,, from Nt to N,, etc. 
A crossed complex (over a groupoid) in a category C is a diagram 
a, a2 4 . ..-N -N _ 
n 1 
---+...-N 
2 -N-N n 1 0 
in C, satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) d,,zd, is a groupoid in C. 
0 
Nn 
(ii) 1 is a group in C/O for n 1 1, and for n 12, these groups are abelian. 
0 
(iii) For n 2 1, No acts on N, (i.e. the usual hg~= ‘(gx) and ex=x hold) and the 
actions a, are such that 
a, 
NxN-N 
"do ’ In 
’ d, ’ 
No -0 
commutes. 
(iv) For n 2 2, the boundaries 
0 
are morphisms of groupoids such that 
a, 
N xN -N,, 
"do ’ 
I 
anxll a _, Ian 
Nn-@‘o n N,_, 
commutes. 
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For the equalizer E b+ No 3 0 define an action by E xdo No -% E, (x, g) - gxg-‘, 
and note that 
a0 
ExN,- E 
do 
I I 
No 
4 
-0 
commutes. 
For n = 1, the boundary 
aI 
N, - N 0 
is a morphism of groupoids such that 
“1 
N,xN -N 
do 
0 I 
I 
a,xi I I aI 
a0 
ExN, - E 
do 
commutes. 
(v) When YEN,, nr2 and XEN,, we have ““y=y. 
When x,z~N,, we have alx~=xzx-‘. 
(vi) The following diagram commutes for n 2 1: 
Definition 1.10. An n-crossed complex is a crossed complex of the form 
. ..o=o=O~N._,~N,_,---t..‘~N,-N 1 -N 0 
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A morphism f: N+ A4 of crossed complexes is a family of morphisms of groupoids 
f, : N, --t IV,,, compatible with the boundary maps and actions. We denote by 
XC(C) the resulting category of crossed complexes, and by n-XC(C) the category 
of n-crossed complexes. 
do 
Definition 1.11. A 2-groupoid in C is a groupoid object G , : GO in Gpd(C) with 
di 
G l- 1- G 
G 0 Go 
in C, i.e. GyS Gi is discrete, where G; is the object of arrows of Gi and GF is the 
object of objects of Gi. 
A morphism of 2-groupoids is a pair (fo, f,) such that 
fi 
G, - H 1 
4 
i 1 4 
f0 
Go - H 0 
commutes in Gpd(C) for i = 0,l. 
We denote the resulting category by 2-Gpd(C). 
Now we give the following inductive 
Definition 1.12. For n > 2, an n-groupoid in C is a groupoid object G txGo in 
(n - 1)-Gpd(C) with dl 
G ’ - G:, I- 
Gy - G 
in (n-2)-Gpd(@), i.e. Gf 2 Gi is discrete. 
A morphism of n-groupoids is a pair (f,,f,) such that 
fl 
G, - H 1 
4 1 I 4 
fo 
G, - H 0 
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commutes in (n - I)-Gpd(C), for i = 0,l. 
We denote the resulting category by n-Gpd(C). 
2. Characterizations of nJgpd 
In this section we characterize filtered systems of hypergroupoids in Gpd(Q 
whose object complex is constant in terms of commutativity conditions on the 
kernels of the face operators and by a bracket operation. 
Suppose G. E GpdAop with ObG. constant. Let 
A;+‘= {(x~,...,x;)EG~+~ (dkXj =dj-lXk, k<jli} 
for Oli<n+l. 
When i=n, we will let A”+‘=Az+l. Observe 
( 
do 
.;+I =simker G,iG,_, 
, 
di-1 
> 
. 
We define [ ]r : A;+’ -+ G, inductively as follows: 
1 Ii = G, 
and 
1x0, .*. , Xj]; =Xj([X~~...,Xj_l]jn~1)-1[Sj_~djX~,~~~,Sj_ldjXj~~]J-1 
for O<j<n+l. 
NOW let or(yo,...,Yi_t) = [Si_ly~,...,Si_lYi-1l~_l, A;-1 + G,- The following 
properties are readily verified: 
Proposition 2.0. For 0~ kin, we have the following: 
(9 d,[X,, . . ..Xkln = 
dkxi if Osilk, 
[dixo,***, diXkIn-’ if k<irn. 
(ii) s; [XC), . *. , xkln = [s~x~,...,s~x~]~+’ if O<k<i<n. q 
Corollary 2.1. 0,” : Ai_ 1 -+ G, is manic. 0 
Proposition 2.2. [ ]$ satisfies the hyperunit laws, i.e. 
sidkx= [Si_ld,X,...,S;_ldi_lX,X,X,S;d;+lX,...,Sidk_1X]~ for i<k 
and 
x= [sk-IdOx ,..., sk_Ldk-Ix,xl;. 0 
Proposition 2.3. The following diagrams commute: 
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n+l 
A;_+_+, 5 G 
n+l wherejli-1. 
(0 P'j I/ 4 
G 
??+I 
n+l Un+l A, -G n+l 
(ii) sj 
I/ 
3 
G, II 
Proposition 2.4. The following diagram commutes for iln: 
/I;+’ ui+l , G 
n+l 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Let (xj,;) be an (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix such that Xi,; =Xi,j_ 1 for i<j. Recall the 
hyperassociativity law [ 121. 
[[xcJ,o, ***9 Xg,nl,[X,,~,...,X~,nl,~~~~[X,,~~...~X,,,ll = kl,n l nr--.Jn,,l (9) 
Proposition 2.5. If [ I,, is hyperassociative and a functor, then [ I,,+, is hyper- 
associative. 0 
Corollary 2.6. Zf [ Ii are functors for 1 I is n, then [ ]n+l is hyperassociative. 0 
We observe that Proposition 2.4 allows us to use the convenient properties of the 
[ 1, especially hyperassociativity and hyperunity, to discuss the sections o. We now 
go on to give the characterization theorem. 
First we observe that we have 
Lemma 2.7. Zf every bracket [ I;-’ : A: + G,_, is a functor for ic n - 1 and the 
section 0, : A ’ + G, is a functor, then every intermediate section a,! : A;_, -+ G, is a 
functor. El 
Theorem 2.8’. Let G. be an n-hypergroupoid in Gpd whose complex of objects 
’ 1 am indebted to M. Bullejos for this formulation. 
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Ob G. is constant. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) G. has a filtration such that 
G.,6G.,6.**6G., = G.En-Jgpd. 
(ii) [ ]f:Ar+’ + G, are functors for 0 I i I n. 
(iii) [nf:i kerd,,kerd,]=l for O<k<n, where di,dk:G,-+G,_,. 
Proof. (ii) * (iii). Straightforward, as is (ii) * (i). 
(i) * (ii). Follows from Lemma 2.7. See [15] for details. 0 
3. The functor N: mJgpd --t (m + l)-XC 
Suppose G., 4 G.,c, ... 4 G., E m-Jgpd(C) and 0 = Ob G.,. We will take the 
Moore complex of G.,, (leaving the last face operator) and show that it has the 
structure of a crossed complex. 
Explicitly, let N,Z 0 be the groupoid G,Z 0 and let N,, be the subgroupoid 
nJ:d ker dj of G, for n >O. The last face operator d, : G, --t G,_, induces a boun- 
dary a,:N,,+N,_,. The N, are groups in C/O for n L 1 and are abelian for n 2 2, 
by Theorem 2.8(iii). N, acts on N,,, by gx=s~(g)xs~(g)-l. Since 
a,#x) = d,,(s,“gx$g-‘) = d,s,“gd,xd,,s,“g-’ 
=s “-‘d,s,g d,xs,“-’ 0 d,s,g-’ = s;-‘gd,xso”-‘g-l = g(~,x) 
we see the boundary preserves the action. 
It remains to see that the image of ai acts by conjugation on Ni and acts trivially 
on N, for n 2 2. First, observe [nF:i kerdi, kerd,] = 1 for 0 <k< n, where 
di,dk:G”-tGn_l. In particular, N, commutes with ker dj for O~jrn. For a,bE 
N, = ker do with cod b = dom a we have 
‘l”ba = (sod, a) b(sodl a)-‘a = (sod, a)(s,d, a)-‘ab, 
so a1ub = aba-‘. Now let m EN, with n 2 2 and a E Nl be composable; we must 
show alam = m. 
Since (sid,a-‘)s,“-’ aE ker d, and [N,, ker d,,] = 1, we have a10m =(s~-la)m(s~-la-l). 
Similarly, it follows that a1am = (s{-*s,a)m(s~-*slap’) after noting that 
(so np1a-1)s,“-2sla~kerd,_l and [N,,kerd,_,]=l. In general, alum=(s~prp’sru) 
m(s, n-r-‘sra-l) implies 
almm = (Sgn-‘-*Sr+la)m(s,“-r-*sr+‘a-i) 
as 
(s,“-‘-1s~a-1)(s,“-~-2s;‘1,) E ker dn_,._l and [N,, ker dn_r_l] = 1. 
So continuing in this manner, we have ““m=(sos~-2a)m(sos,“-2a-1) after r runs 
through 1,2, . . . , n - 3 steps. Finally, as (sos~-*a-‘)(s~-‘a) Eker d, and [N,,, ker d,] = 1, 
we have a’am = (sr-‘a)m(s;-’ -’ a ) from which it follows that alam =m because 
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[N,,, N,] = 1. Thus the Moore complex of a Jgroupoid is a crossed complex. A mor- 
phism G-+ G’ in m-Jgpd(C) induces a morphism of crossed complexes N(G)-+ 
N(G’). Hence we have a functor N: m-Jgpd + (m + l)-XC. 
4. The functor K : (m + l)-XC + m-Jgpd 
We introduce some notation from [ Ill. Let I7 be a group in C/O. Characterize 
L(Z7, iz - 1) as follows: 
cask”-‘(1(I7,7,-1)) =L(Z7,7,-1) 
c 1 (U1T,n-l)),= for p<n-1, ZI for p=n-1. (10) 
Now augment L(I7, n - 1) by 1 and then define K(Z7, n)P = L(Z7, n - l)P_ 1 for p 2 0. 
The reason for this index shift will become apparent later. Observe that K(17, n),, 1 
is a simplicial kernel, 
( 
do 
sim ker K(I7, n)P 7 
, 
K(17, n)p- 1 
d 
> 
P-1 
and that K(Z7, n&, = Z7’:). 
We now describe the simplicial structure explicitly as follows: 
d, 
n(i) ____f fl(p;‘) Olisp-I 
(11) 
S - x( 6i ts)) 
where monotone [p - 21 C% [p - l] ‘misses’ i. 
nC) 
si 
- n(n 
Pf’) 
Olisp-1 
P 
0 
x 
-fll+-.--+ 
n 
(12) 
1 
TM 
if i and i+lET, 
x(0,(T)) otherwise 
where monotone [p] %+ [p - l] ‘repeats’ i. 
Given an (m + 1)-crossed complex M in a category C, 
. . . = O-N -N m m-l -..,---+N-N-N 2 1 0 
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We will construct an m-Jgroupoid as follows: 
Let Go 2 0 be the groupoid N, 2 0 and for n 2 1 let G,, = ny=, K(Ni, i), in C/O, i.e. 
Let ((a),[)eG,, where (~)EN,x~~~~~~N!~~x~~~~x~N~ and [EN,,. We will 
abuse this notation by letting (a, <) denote ‘((a), r). If we let dom(a, <) = dom <, 
cod(a,t)=codtand l=(l,l), thenG,, + 0 is a groupoid with (a, <)(b, Q) = (a%, <Q) 
and (a, <))I = (TP’aP1, r-l). We may picture the composition as follows: 
--A 4 
e -i---+ (14) 
For 0 5 jsp - 1, the projections dj = (djo, . . . ,,dJpml) : GP -+ GPP, and insertions sj = 
(s,“,...,sjp):GP+GP+l are functors where dj: K(Ni,i)P-tK(Ni,i)PP, is a jth face 
operator and si : K(N,, ‘)P + K(Ni, i),+t is a jth degeneracy operator. Notice that 
NP= nfc,r ker dj and that G. would be a simplicial object in Gpd(C) (with object 
complex 0) if it had a last face operator. 
As 
do n-1 
A”=A~_,=simker G,,_,iG+, 
+ = iFo K(Nit i),, 
d n-2 
we see that G,= N,xA’ in C/O. Moreover, we have 
N,, = G I n q /1” is split exact in Gpd(@) P (15) 
where p is the projection and I and B are i:sertions. Hence, G, = N, K /1” where A” 
acts on N, via N,+ 0 by (yO,..~,"n-l,--?y=d~ YOx. 
The last face operator 
Define 
G, =N, ;No 
dr 
Go = No 
by d,(a,<)=a,(a)r. Since 
dr(a, Odr(b,e) = %(a)~%(~)e = ~,(a)~~r@)~-‘~e 
= U&q%? = a,@)U%re 
= %@b)<e = dr(a% Ce) 
= d,((a, T)(b,e)), 
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d, is a functor. 
For n 2 1, define d n+l bY 
G n+l 
/: 
d Id,+1 I D n+l 1 
N,, - N,,KA" 
P -A” 
/I 
(16) 
Given (m,x,, . . . . x,JEG,+~, we let 
Dn+&q,, . . ..x.J = (4x,, . . ..d.x,-l) 
and 
d(mx,,, . . . . x,) = &+,mA(pxo, . . ..px.) 
where 
A(&), . . . . 2,) = Z,Z,!~Z,_~, .. ..zy’“. 
Thus 
d,,+,(m,x,, .. . . x,) = @,+,mA(px,,, . . ..px.), (dnx,, . . ..dnx.-,))a 
To see that G,+l dn+l G, is a functor, it suffices to observe that d is a derivation 
over D, i.e. for x=(m,x, ,..., x,), y=(n,y, ,..., ~JEG,,.~, 
d(xy) = dxDxdy. 
The last degeneracy operator 
Define 
Go = No 
by so(T) = (l,t’). 
(19 Ml, e) = (I< 1,4-e) = (1, t-e), 
thus so is a functor. 
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For n ~0, define s,, by 
N, - N,, !xA” 
J 
0 (17) 
\ (s,_,d~x,...,s,-,d,-,x,x,-) 
N t--N,+, D</ln+l -A il+1 n+l 
I/ 
G n+l 
It remains to show that the diagram 
K”+’ (a,Pi):,o -/1 n+l 
(18) 
h - (Lh) 
commutes. 
~nPn+l(xj,i) 
Thus G. 1 4 G., 4 ... 4 G., E m-Jgpd where 
Pk 
> 
for k=l,...,m. 
dk+lak+I 
N 
Now let K(M)=G., c,G.,c, .-a 4 G.,. For fl in (m+ l)-XC(C) define 
M 
Wo I I = fo 
KM, MO 
192 
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N,,---N,,txA” -A” (Xi) 
I 
fn I I , Kf, : (19) 
M,-M,D<A”- A” Kfn-,Xi) 
Then (m + l)-XC(C) A m-Jgpd is a functor. 
5. The equivalence of mJgpd and (m + l)-XC 
First we show KN= 1. Suppose G = (G., 4 G., 4 0.. 4 G.,) E mJgpd. Let G,, = 
(G.,), for 0 in I m. The filtration provides a section A” --t G,, hence G,, = N,, DC A” 
and SO G, = ny=, K(Ni, i),. Thus KN(G) 2: G. 
To show NK= 1, consider K(I7, n) where I7 is a group in C/O and look at 
dj : @‘i’) --t n(A). Wh en r=n-1, kerdj=Z7for O<i<n-1. When rrn, xEkerd; 
(where 0 I is r) implies ~(6~ (s)) = 1 for all s E (A), which in turn implies x(t) = 1 for 
all t~(~i’) with i$t. So when en, XE~:,, kerd, implies x(f)=1 for all tE(ril). 
Thus for ME XC, NK(M) and Mare isomorphic chains. Moreover, the actions are 
preserved, so NK(M) 2: M in XC. 
6. Preservation of homotopies 
f. 
Let X. g - Y. be in CA”. Recall 
f. 
Definition 6.0. A simplicial homotopy X. ]h. Y. is a family X, d Y n+l satis- 
fying: - g. 
doho =f, d,,+lh,,=g, 
dihj = hj_,di, i<j, Sihj = hj+lSi, izsj, 
dj+lhj+l =dj+lhjy Sihj = hjSi_l, i>j. 
dihj = hjdi_l, i>j+l, 
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f 
Now let NTM in XC(C). 
-L 
Defi;ition 6.1 (Brown and Higgins [.5]). A chain homotopy N Is A4 is a family 
N,AM 
- 
n+l g 
. . . yj..Nn-l . . . 
M n+l -M a n “+I 
aI 
Nl -No- -1 -N 
M2 
---------*M-M-M 
a2 
1 
4 
o- -I 
with the following properties: 
(1) g,f,-‘(x)=a,+,e,(X)~~,,a,(X), n>l, 
(2) &J&G = a, &(x)7 
(3) e,(~x)=fo%,(x), nzo, 
(4) e,(r~) = eo(0”5eo(e) 
(5) e,(xr)=e,(x)e,(Y), k 
(6) eo(s)fi(x) =fi(x)eo(r), 
whenever both sides are defined. 
(21) 
Then we have 
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Theorem 6.2. Let f.,g. : G. + G.’ be maps of Jgroupoids and f.:,g, be the maps 
induced on the Moore complex. Then f. is homotopic to g. if and only if 7. is chain 
homotopic to g.. 
Proof. See [15]. 0 
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